Konami, Kanata. The Complete Chi’s Sweet Home
Chi is a mischievous kitten gets lost while on a walk
with her family however a boy and his mother
rescue her but pets are not permitted in their
apartment.
TEEN MANGA KONAMI
Konen, Leah. Happy Messy Scary Love
Olivia likes chatting with her online friend Elm, but
things get complicated when she sends Elm her
best friend's picture and she runs into someone
she never thought she’d see in real life.
TEEN REALISTIC KONEN
Lee, Lyla. I’ll Be the One
When Skye nails her audition, she doesn't count on
the highly fat-phobic beauty standards of the
K-pop industry, her sudden fame/scrutiny, or the
sparks that fly with her fellow competitor, Henry.
TEEN REALISTIC LEE
Lee, Mackenzi. The Gentleman’s Guide to Vice
and Virtue
Two friends on a Grand Tour of 18th-Century
Europe stumble across a magical artifact that leads
them fro Paris to Venice in a dangerous manhunt.
TEEN REALISTIC LEE
Lieb, Josh. I Am a Genius of Unspeakable Evil and
I Want to Be Your Class President
Everyone thinks Oliver is extremely stupid & lazy,
but he's actually a very wealthy, evil genius, &
when he decides to run for 7th-grade class president, nothing will stand in his way.
TEEN REALISTIC LIEB
Menon, Sandhya. When Dimple Met Rishi
A romantic comedy of two Indian-American teens
whose parents have arranged their marriage. She
tries to distance herself from the agreement while
he tries to woo his intended during the summer
program they are both attending.
TEEN REALISTIC MENON

Noone, Gabby. Layoverland
When Beatrice arrives in Purgatory and is chosen to
help others reach Heaven, the last thing she expects is
to fall in love with Caleb, who has a tragic history too.
TEEN PARNORMAL NOONE
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Rekulek, Jason. The Impossible Fortress
1987. Billy is a nerd that loves his friends, watching
T.V., eating, and programming video games. Then
Playboy publishes photos of Vanna White, Billy meets
expert programmer Mary, & everything changes.
TEEN REALISTIC REKULEK

Roswell, Rainbow. Fan Girl
Cath struggles to survive on her own in her first year
of college while avoiding a surly roommate, bonding
with a handsome classmate who only wants to talk
about words, and worrying about her fragile father.
TEEN REALISTIC ROSWELL
Smith, Andrew. Grasshopper Jungle
Austin narrates the end of humanity as he and his best
friend Robby accidentally unleash an army of giant,
unstoppable bugs and uncover the secrets of a
decades-old experiment gone terribly wrong.
TEEN SCI FI SMITH
West, Kasie. P.S. I Like You
Exchanging notes with a mysterious penpal by writing
them on her Chemistry desk, Lily realizes that she is
falling for him before learning that he is the last person she ever expected to love.
TEEN REALISTIC WEST

Yee, F.C. The Epic Crush of Genie Lo
Genie's focus on getting into a top-tier college is
destroyed when an enigmatic transfer student,
Quentin, helps her transform into a demon-fighter.
TEEN PARANORMAL YEE
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Anderson, M.T. Assassination of Brangwain Spurge
Brangwain, Elf historian, is sent to goblin country to
deliver a peace offering to their dark lord and to spy,
but he commits blunders that might bring war.
TEEN FANTASY ANDERSON
Andrews, Jesse. The Haters
A road trip adventure about a trio of jazz-camp
escapees who, against every realistic expectation,
become a band.
TEEN REALISTIC ANDREWS
Bray, Libba. Beauty Queens
When a plane crash strands 13 teen beauty
contestants on an island, they struggle to survive
and to learn their dance numbers in case they are
rescued in time for the competition.
TEEN REALISTIC BRAY
Chao, Gloria. American Panda
struggling with her parents’ expectations about her
future, a college freshman reconnects with her brother, who is estranged from the family for dating the
wrong woman.
TEEN REALISTIC CHAO
Colfer, Chris. Struck By Lightning: the Carson
Phillips Journal
Chronicles Carson Phillips' exploits as he blackmails
his fellow senior classmates into contributing to a
literary magazine he is publishing.
TEEN REALISTIC COLFER
Damico, Gina. Hellhole
Max has accidentally unleashed a devil. If he doesn't
meet the his demands (which include providing junk
food & hot tub), everyone and everything he holds
dear could go up in smoke.
TEEN PARANORMAL DAMICO
Damico, Gina. Wax
Poppy stumbles into a secret workshop at the
infamous Grosholtz Candle Factory and soon, a
wax boy called Dud is helping her uncover an evil
plot that threatens her hometown of Paraffin, VT.
TEEN PARANORMAL DAMICO

Endo, Tatsuya. Spy X Family (series)
Master spy, Twilight has a mission...create a family to
infiltrate an elite private school. The problem is the
woman he picked for his wife is an assassin and the
child he adopted is a telepath!
TEEN MANGA SPY
Goslee, S. J. How (Not) To Ask a Boy To Prom
When his older sister encourages him to ask someone
to the prom, things do not go as planned and Nolan
ends up fake dating a guy who used to bully him.
TEEN REALISTIC GOSLEE

Graley, Sarah. Kim Reaper, Vol 1 Grim Beginnings
Kim is a grim reaper, tasked with guiding souls into the
afterlife. Becka has a super intense crush on a
beautiful gothic angel that frequents the underworld.
TEEN GRAPHIC GRALEY
Graley, Sarah. Our Super Adventure, Vol 1 Press
Start to Begin
A collection of sweet and quirky life moments. Eating
too much pizza with your friends. Smelling your cats.
Figuring out how to spend your evening when the
internet has suddenly stopped working.
TEEN GRAPHIC GRALEY

Hicks, Faith Erin. The Adventures of Superhero Girl
What if you can leap tall buildings & defeat alien
monsters with your bare hands, but you buy your
capes at thrift stores & have a weakness for kittens?
TEEN GRAPHIC HICKS
Hudson, Gabe. Gork, the Teenage Dragon
An anxious big-hearted dragon embarks on a
nerve-racking venture to ask a female dragon to be
his queen, a competitive effort that will render him
either a conqueror or a slave.
TEEN FANTAST HUDSON

Hutchinson, David.
A Complicated Love Story Set in Space
Noa wakes up on a space ship right before it is set to
explode while DJ and Jenny are also trapped on the
ship. If Noa thinks this is bad, he just has to wait to
start having feelings for DJ.
TEEN SCI-FI HUTCHINSON
Iserson, David. Firecracker
Forced to attend public school after being expelled
from private school, Astrid earns respect from her
peers as a result of her biting wit & competitive world
view until misfits teach her a lesson in humility.
TEEN REALSTIC ISERSON

Greene, Jarad. Scullion: a dishwasher’s guide to
mistaken identity
When humble dishwasher Darlis is mistaken for
warrior icon Riqa, two troll siblings try to capture
Darlis and hold him for ransom, with his best friend
Mae getting caught in the mix-up.
TEEN GRAPHIC GREENE

Jantha, A.W. Hocus Pocus & the All-New Sequel
After accidentally bringing the Sanderson Sisters back
from the dead, three friends race to stop them from
tormenting Salem. Then 25 years later, it is up to
their daughter to stop the evil scheme.
TEEN FANTASY JANTHA

Han, Jenny. To All the Boys I’ve Loved Before
Lara Jean writes love letters to all the boys she has
loved and then hides them in a hatbox until one day
those letters are accidentally sent.
TEEN REALISTIC HAN

Kinsella, Sophie. Finding Audrey
Energized by a friendship with her brother’s gaming
teammate, Audrey, who has anxiety issues, finds their
subsequent romance challenging her progress.
TEEN REALISTIC KINSELLA

Henry, Katie. This Will Be Funny Someday
Izzy is used to keeping her thoughts to herself, but
when she mistakenly walks into a comedy club and
performs, the experience is surprisingly cathartic.
TEEN REALISTIC HENRY

Kester, Eric. Gut Check
When quarterback Brett suffers a terrible concussion,
his brother Wyatt must decide if keeping his brother's
secret is worth the risk to their relationship & their
town's economic future.
TEEN REALISTIC KESTER

